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MAIL PIECE PRODUCTION CONTROL
DOCUMENT SECURITY AND MAILING INTEGRITY SOLUTION
Is the integrity of your mailing ensured during production? Mail Piece Production Control (MPPC) is a scanning
hardware and software solution, which complements Neopost PrintMachine output management software and
folding/inserting systems for monitoring the mail piece insertion process and enabling easy reconciliation of
missing or damaged documents. It also provides detail production reports to guarantee end-to-end mailing
production integrity from print to insertion.

Mail Piece Production Control works with the full range of Neopost’s intelligent inserting systems

PRINTING
Each document is tagged with a unique 2D barcode to the address
block.  This allows each document to be individually identified.
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3RECONCILING
Its Integrity Control Dashboard provides realtime alerts for any
out-of-sequence, missing, duplicate, misread or invalid
document discrepancies during production. The MPPC
intelligence can reprint, process and re-scan any missing
documents, making reconciliation simple. 4

END-TO-END INTEGRITY WITH PRINTMACHINE
Your operation depends on privacy, confidentiality, and  timeliness of your mailings, whether it’s invoices, statements or other critical time-sensitive mailing
applications.  When combined with PrintMachine Optical Mark Recognition (OMR) generation and Neopost OMR-capable folding/inserting technology, MPPC
delivers unsurpassed document security and integrity, ensuring that all pages of a document stay together in the right order and that the document is correctly
inserted.  Once the production run is completed, MPPC’s output tracking, auditing and reporting lets you know first-hand now or when a customer service issue
arises that your customers’ documents have been correctly processed.  This enhances your ability to easily maintain regulatory compliance with HIPAA,
Sarbanes-Oxley, the USA Patriot Act, Gramm-Leach-Bliley and FERPA.

WHY CHOOSE NEOPOST
Neopost is a leading worldwide provider for mailing and shipping
solutions. Our innovative products and services bring simplicity
and efficiency to your complete mailing process to make your
business run more effectively. 

SCANNING
A scanner checks every document as they are inserted.  The
envelope window is scanned and the documents are reconciled
in realtime with the original document printstream database.

REPORTING
Its intelligent Verification Reports feature is designed to run
reporting that delivers full audit trail capabilities by line item,
and creates status reports of each production run.


